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Study question:  In 2011 in the UK, what is the chance of finding online cognitive behavioural 
therapy (CBT) for depression and does online advertising increase that chance? 
 
Summary answer: Online CBT is currently difficult to find and online adverts would increase 
the chance. 
 
What is already known on this topic:  Online CBT for depression is recommended by NICE 
for people with depression, but we do not know how easy it is to find, or if online adverts help 
find it. 
 
What this paper adds: People with depression are unlikely to find online CBT by chance. 
Knowing the search terms people use and the likely results for normal online search, we can 
estimate probabilities of finding online CBT and so the increased probability through addition of 
online adverts. 
 
Participants and setting: We used depression related search terms entered by 3868 Internet 
users and the search experience of an online user panel of twelve people across the UK. 
 
Design: In this online cross-sectional study we identified search terms over 6 months that 
triggered a Google advert for online help for depression in eight British postcode areas. The 12 
person panel recorded websites presented by normal Google search for the term ‘depression’. 
We examined these websites to estimate probabilities of knowledgeable and naïve Internet users 
finding online CBT and the improved probability by addition of a Google advert. 
 
Primary outcomes: The main outcome was the probability of finding online CBT for 
depression with and without the addition of an advert. 

Main results and the role of chance: The 3686 users entered 1748 different search terms but 
the single keyword ‘depression’ resulted in two-thirds of the presentations of, and over half the 
‘clicks’ on, our advert. In total, 14 different websites were presented to our panel in the first page 
of Google results for ‘depression’. Four of 14 websites had links enabling access to online CBT 
in three clicks for knowledgeable users. Extending this approach to the ten most frequent search 
terms, we estimated probabilities of finding online CBT as 0.29 for knowledgeable users and 
0.006 for naïve users, making it unlikely CBT would be found. Adding adverts that linked 
directly increased the probabilities of finding online CBT.  



 

Given that users had entered one of the following search terms in Google: depression, depression 
help, help with depression, depression symptoms, self help for depression, Samaritans, 
depression test, dealing with depression, coping with depression, depression self help 
Probability of reaching online CBT 
(without advert) 

Probability of reaching online CBT  
(with Google Ad) 

Knowledgeable user Naïve user Knowledgeable user Naïve user 
0.29 0.006 0.31 0.02 
 

Bias, confounding and other reasons for caution: Search results will change over time. 

Generalisability to other populations: The results are likely to be typical for anyone with 
depression in UK in 2011. The approach of identifying typical search terms and simulating 
knowledgeable and naïve user experience, with and without adverts, is generalisable to other 
conditions and populations.  
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